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Abstract

Highly unbalanced data sets occur frequently in many
practical applications and quite often the class of inter-
est in such data sets is just a minority class. Like most
standard machine learning methods, traditional rough sets
based rule learning algorithms do not usually work well on
highly unbalanced data sets. In this paper, we present a mi-
nority class rule learning algorithm for a highly unbalanced
inconsistent data set where the class of interest is the mi-
nority one. The proposed algorithm pivots on discovery of
the main features that discriminate the minority class from
majority classes by finding the so called dominant minor-
ity subset. An illustrative example and a real application to
customer churning prediction in Telecom are given to show
the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

1. Introduction

Rough set theory has proved to be an effective tool for
learning descriptive knowledge from data sets under incon-
sistency [1-3]. One typical rough set based decision or clas-
sification rule generation approach contains three phrases
[3] : (1) find attribute reducts; (2) find value reduction based
on the reducts found and yield a reduced table; (3) extract
rules from the reduced table. An alternative is to directly
generate rules without computing reducts by using discerni-
bility matrices or by gradually eliminating redundant at-
tributes and their values under rule consistency restriction
[4-6]. The approaches usually perform well when the train-
ing examples are basically evenly distributed among differ-
ent decision classes. However, when dealing with unbal-
anced data sets which often appear in many practical appli-
cations as indicated in [7], the approach might cause poor
performance since the resulting possible rules would gener-
ally be governed by the majority classes. This is obviously

not reasonable nor desirable in the case of unbalanced data
sets where the class of interest is a minority one. Hence,
it is of significance to develop learning algorithms that can
suitably cope with such data imbalance. Actually, dealing
with unbalanced data sets has been a challenging task [8]
and there have already been many attempts at dealing with
classification of unbalanced data sets [9-13]. However, lit-
tle has been done in developing rough set based minority
class oriented rule learning methods for highly unbalanced
data sets. This motivated our study. The purpose of this pa-
per is to develop in the context of rough sets a simple and
effective minority class rule learning algorithm for unbal-
anced data sets. The concept of minority dominant subsets
is introduced to describe the knowledge granularity that fits
the minority class well. The proposed algorithm searches
for the attributes that best characterize the minority class by
finding those dominant subsets and generates decision rules
(certain and possible) for the minority class by taking into
account the information of majority classes.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we re-
view some basic concepts of rough sets and make some
comments on highly unbalanced data sets. In section 3, we
describe a minority class priority strategy for learning rules
from a given unbalanced data set and then present a rule
generation algorithm. In section 4, an example is given to
illustrate the proposed algorithm. A real world application
of the proposed algorithm to the customer churning predic-
tion problem is also presented. Section 5 concludes.

2. Some Basic Concepts and Related Work

Formally, a decision table can be represented as a
quadruple L = {U,A, V, F} [1], where U = {x1, · · · , xn}
is a non-empty finite set of objects called universe of dis-
course, A is a union of condition attributes set C and deci-
sion attributes set D, V is the domains of attributes belong-
ing to A, and F : U × A 7−→ V is an information function



assigning attribute values to objects belonging to U . We as-
sume that C contains m condition attributes c1, c2, ..., cm

and without loss of generality that D contains only one de-
cision attribute which takes k(> 1) distinct values. For a
subset P ⊆ A, IND(P ) represents the indiscernible re-
lation induced by the attributes belonging to P and there
should be no confusion if we use U to represent either a set
of attributes or the relation IND(P ). A subset X ⊆ U rep-
resents a concept and the partition induced by IND(P ) is
called a knowledge base and denoted by U/IND(P ). In
particular, U/IND(D) = {Y1, · · · , Yk} is the knowledge
base of decision classes. Without loss of generality, assume
that Y1 ⊂ U is the class of interest which is a minority class.

Let X ⊆ U and R ⊆ C. The R–lower approximation of
X is defined as RX = {x ∈ U : [x]R ⊆ X}, where [x]R
refers to an equivalence class of IND(R) determined by
element x. The membership function of object x to concept
X with respect to the equivalence class IND(R) is given
by

αX
R (x) =

|[x]R
⋂

X|
|[x]R|

.

In other words, the value of αX
R (x) gives the accuracy of

a decision rule induced from object x concerning concept
X under IND(R). In addition, it is of interest to define
the membership in all classes determined by the decision
attribute D. Such membership, also called decision class
membership distribution, is defined as a mapping µR : U →
[0, 1]k, where

µR(x) = (αY1
R (x), · · · , αYk

R (x)).

The largest membership function is given by

λR(x) = max{αY1
R (x), · · · , αYk

R (x)}.

A decision rule is in the form of ”If-Then” associated
with a degree of membership to the most possible decision
class, also known as the rule’s confidence degree or accu-
racy. More precisely, when inducing a rule from object x
under IND(R) where R is an attribute reduct, the value of
λR(x) is usually assigned to the rule as the rule’s confidence
degree or accuracy. And the rule implies that the object with
IND(R) as the knowledge granularity most likely belongs
to the decision class Yk with αYk

R (x) = λR(x). Statisti-
cally, a majority class often prevails over a minority class
(often the class of interest in practice) in this type of mem-
bership assigning. This is not reasonable nor desirable in
practice. In the next section, we shall present a minority
oriented learning algorithm that lends itself to rule genera-
tion for the minority class of a highly unbalanced data set.

Let M = (mij) be the Skowron’s discernibility ma-
trix of the decision table [3]. Set PCore = {∪mij :
mij is a singleton, xi ∈ Y1, xj ∈ (U − Y1)}. Obvi-
ously, the attributes in Pcore are indispensable for discern-

ing objects from those in majority classes. Hence, we call
Pcore the partial core with respect to the minority class.

3. Minority Class Priority Strategy and Learn-
ing Algorithm

The idea behind our approach is to use a minority class
priority strategy. We are not looking for an attribute reduct.
Instead, we focus on finding those attributes that best char-
acterize the minority class. In order to better explain our
idea, suppose that Y1 ⊂ U is the class of interest which is
the minority class. For some x ∈ Y1 and any P ∈ C, let

δP (x) = α
Y1
P

(x)

λP (x) . The point is to find a subset R of attributes
that maximizes the value of δP (x) among all possible sub-
sets P . The subset R is called the dominant subset that best
features the object x of the minority class. We use a greedy
approach to find such a dominant subset. We start from the
partial core, namely, set R = PCore. If δR(x) = 1, then
αY1

R (x) = 1(i.e.,[x]R ∈ Y1) or αY1
R (x) = λR(x). In either

case, R is a dominant subset for object x of the minority
class. Thus, the decision rule induced from the equivalence
class of object x, namely, [x]R, is reasonably governed by
the minority class under IND(R) and reads as follows:

dx : [x]R ⇒ d = 1(cf = 1)

Here, whether αY1
R (x) = 1 or not, we assign 1 to the rule

as its confidence degree to strengthen the bias towards the
minority class.

If threshold < δR(x) < 1, it indicates that it is accept-
able and reasonable to bias the rule towards the minority
class under the minority priority policy. So, the value λR(x)
instead of αY1

R (x) is assigned to the rule induced from [x]R
as follows:

dx : [x]R ⇒ d = 1(cf = λR(x))

Finally, if δR(x) < threshold, then we proceed to find
the dominant subset for object x. We use a greedy policy.
Identify a new subset R′ of attributes by adding a new at-
tribute to R such that the value of δR′(x) attains its maxi-
mum among all possible new subsets of attributes thus ob-
tained. The process is then repeated until a rule is generated
from x or R′ = C. In the latter case, x is regarded as noise
data and no rule will be generated from it. We then move to
operate on next object. The above process can be formally
summarized in Fig. 1.

Notice that the algorithm generates rules only for the
minority class. And the threshold value plays an important
role in the algorithm since it determines the extent of bias in
favor of the minority class. The smaller the threshold, the
more likely a minority class example(referred to as positive
example) is to be correctly labeled and at the same time the
more likely a majority class example (referred to as negative
example) is to be classified as positive.



AlgorithmRSMLA(Data: U, Attributes: C ∪ D, Minority
class: MinY, Threshold: ε, Rule Set: Rset)
begin

Compute IND(U)/{D}, MinY and PCore;
Rset=null;
while not(MinY= Empty) do begin
R= PCore and Q =C− R;
Take an object x ∈ MinY and compute δR(x);
while δR(x) ≤ ε do begin
If R = C, then break
else begin
find an attribute a∗ that maximizes δR∪{a}(x)
over Q;
R= R ∪{a∗};
Q =Q− {a∗ }
end;
end;
MinY=MinY-{[x]R};
If not(R = C), then begin
If δR(x) = 1, then Rset= Rset ∪{dx : [x]R ⇒
d = 1(cf = 1)}
else Rset= Rset ∪{dx : [x]R ⇒ d = 1(cf =
λR(x))};
end
end;
return(RSet);

end

Figure 1. Minority Oriented Algorithm

4. An Illustrative Example and a Real Applica-
tion Example

The data set as shown in table 1 contains 16 objects of
two classes with 5 condition attributes. Obviously, we are
dealing with an unbalanced data set with only three objects
belonging to the minority class.

If we use a classic attribute reduction method, we will
have in total two reducts, namely, Q1 = {a1, a3, a5} and
Q2 = {a1, a2, a3, a4}. Let us choose the smaller one to
extract rules in the traditional way. Then, the decision rules
concerning the minority class read as follows:
r1 : (a1 = 0) ∧ (a3 = 1) ∧ (a5 = 0)⇒ d = 0(cf = 1);
r2 : (a1 = 1) ∧ (a3 = 2) ∧ (a5 = 2)⇒ d = 0(cf = 1);
r3 : (a1 = 1) ∧ (a3 = 1) ∧ (a5 = 2)⇒ d = 0(cf = 0.5);
Now, let us apply the RSMAL algorithm to generate rules
for the minority class. Let the threshold be 2/3 and set
R = Pcore = {a1} and pick x1 from the minority class
MinY. We have δR(x1) = 1

5 , so add a new attribute to R.
As δR∪{a5}(x1) = 1, we generate a rule for [x1]{a1,a5}. We
then continue the searching process on object x2 and reset R

Table 1. an unbalanced data set
a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 d
0 1 1 0 1 0
1 0 2 0 2 0
1 1 1 0 2 0
1 1 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 2 1
0 0 0 1 2 1
1 0 1 0 1 1
1 0 2 1 1 1
0 2 1 1 0 1
1 0 2 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 2 0 0 1
1 1 1 1 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 1
0 2 2 0 2 1

to be the partial core {a1}. As δR(x2) = 1
4 < ε, an appro-

priate attribute should be added to R. Since δR∪{a5}(x2) =
2
3 ≥ ε, we get a rule for [x2]{a1,a5} = {x2, x3}; Now MinY
is empty, the algorithm is thus terminated. The resulting mi-
nority class rule set contains two rules as follows:

r1 : (a1 = 0) ∧ (a5 = 1)⇒ d = 0(conf = 1);
r2 : (a1 = 1) ∧ (a5 = 2)⇒ d = 0(conf = 2

3 );
Notice that the subset R = {a1, a5}, though not a reduction
in Pawlak’s sense, gives a more concise and reasonably bi-
ased description of the minority class. We have thus found
an appropriate granularity for describing the class of inter-
est.

Next, we discuss the application of the proposed algo-
rithm to a customer churn prediction problem. The database
of our application came from a local Telecom company. In
addition to phone numbers and customers, each transaction
has ten other features, including monthly bill, credit evalu-
ation, SMS, toll ticket(long distance call average), IP call,
integral, appeal, and service status. The last feature indi-
cates if the customer involved is churning or not. We create
an example for each transaction. Each example is a vec-
tor of 53 attribute values. An example is marked as bad
or positive, if the corresponding transaction manifested an
active turnover of the associated customer. Otherwise, it is
marked as good or negative. The distribution of examples
among these two classes, bad and good, is highly unbal-
anced with about 1 % of all examples belonging to class
bad. We also used a simple neighboring interval merging
based discretization algorithm to handle numeric attributes.
The database provided by the company contains more than
thirty thousands examples. We randomly chose about 70 %
of examples to build the training set(i.e., the underlying de-
cision table) and the remaining 30 % were used for testing.



Table 2. Prediction of the test data
threshold TPR FPR

0.05 0.92 0.022
0.1 0.92 0.015
0.15 0.87 0.013
0.2 0.83 0.012
0.25 0.80 0. 009

We tried several threshold values to select a suitable set of
rules. Note that the algorithm generates rules only for the
minority(bad or positive) class. Thus, only the true- posi-
tive rate and the false-positive rate could be available. The
churning prediction results on the test data set are shown in
Table 2, where TPR is the true-positive rate and FPR is the
false-positive rate.

We see from Table 2 that the algorithm performs well
in terms of correct prediction of the minority class. Among
all the listed candidate thresholds, the value 0.1 seems to be
an appropriate choice that yields reasonably high TPR and
reasonably low FPR.

5. Conclusion

Dealing with unbalanced data sets is one of the main re-
cent issues in the data mining community. In this paper,
we presented in the context of rough sets a minority class
oriented learning algorithm for a highly unbalanced data
set where the minority class is the class of interest. The
proposed minority biased strategy that finds dominant at-
tributes in favor of the minority class proved to be effective
in retaining the decision information of the minority class.
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